
With in-depth real-time insights, you can 
make decisions on how to better manage 
your usage, generation, and storage. 
Monitor & control your energy ecosystem 
remotely incorporating load-shedding 
events.

carbonTRACK’s Smart Gateway connects 
to a switchboard, providing remote 
control across various circuits. You can 
set schedules & customise alerts. Facility 
Managers can make high-level cost 
saving decisions with real-time energy 
data and they can also access historical 
data. They can remotely switch or 
schedule loads to run at times that suit 
energy usage goals. This deals with peak 
demand management, load-shedding 
events and ensures that equipment is 
not left on unnecessarily.

carbonTRACK helps occupants gain greater 
control of their energy use, generation & 
storage. On average, geysers represent up 
to 30% of a household’s energy bill, it’s like 
a kettle that keeps on boiling. carbonTRACK 
allows users to schedule hot water systems 
to switch off when they aren’t needed and 
schedule the pool pump to run during low 
demand windows.

Organisations can remotely manage 
their energy portfolio to gain greater 
control over energy use, generation & 
storage. 

carbonTRACK helps organisations stay 
within their demand charge limits and 
avoid the extra costs and penalties 
caused by energy-hungry equipment 
running during peak demand times.

Multi-site organisations can remotely 
manage their entire portfolio on one 
platform. Creating customised alerts 
around system faults, troubleshooting 
remotely, and reducing truck rolls and 
downtime.

No need to jump between different 
apps or dashboards to manage your 
connected equipment. Control them all 
from one easy-to-use app or dashboard 
with carbonTRACK.

Energy users can charge their 
batteries from the grid when prices 
are low, or from solar when prices 
are high. Store excess solar energy 
and sell it back to the grid when the 
prices rise. In an energy event such 
as a grid outage, the user can use 
carbonTRACK’s Battery Maximiser to 
select non-essential appliances to 
automatically switch off optimising 
the use of stored energy.

PV solar systems are a big 
investment, so maximising  
self- consumption is very 
important. carbonTRACK 
increases the ROI on solar 
investments, ensuring that the 
solar umbrella is used effectively.

Smart
Gateway
Welcome to the world of smart energy, 
where you can remotely monitor, 
control and optimise how you use, 
store, and share energy.

Remain operational and become 
an energy island during a grid 
outage or load-shedding. Have 
non-essential loads switch off, 
maximise the use of stored 
energy, manually override to 
switch circuits on or off, share 
excess energy within a local 
microgrid.
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Learn more:
www.carbontrack.com.au/africa

Control your appliances with 
carbonTRACK’s Smart Plugs

Use your Smart Gateway with  
the carbonTRACK app.

cart
info@carbontrack.co.za
+27 64 504 3833

Take control of your energy ecosystem

Convenience at 
your fingertips

• App & online dashboard 

• Big Picture & granular data 

• Switch & smart load control 

• Reliable, real-time data 

• Secure cellular communications 

• Solar & Battery maximisation  

• Energy Autopilot 

• Digital Essential Loads  

• Control multiple SunSpec compatible & IoT devices 

• ZigBee HA 1.2 compliant  

• Google Home connectivity  

• Customisable system alerts 

Features
See how much electricity is being 
consumed at home, in one building, over a 
facility, or across multi-sites. Alternatively, 
drill down to circuit or appliance/ 
equipment level detail.

Big picture data
You can either use your electrician or one 
of our many accredited electricians across 
South Africa.                

Easy to install


